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HOPE E-news Bulletin 2022 #06 --- June 2022
The following items have been gathered from various e: newsletters received by HOPE in recent times; and/or prepared
specifically by HOPE members and supporters. If you have any news to contribute, please forward to
office@hopeaustralia.org.au . Deadline for articles is 15th day of the month.

Editorial
Hi everyone,
This month, we officially welcome in winter and as you get warm and cozy for hibernation mode, we have prepared
some insightful reading material for you!
Environment Day (5th) is this month, and we are considering the impacts of environmental pollution on human
existence and animal life. In this month’s issue, our brilliant volunteers bring you articles highlighting the
consequences of human activity, such as air pollution, resource depletion, and reduced biodiversity. We introduce
national and international organisations advocating for policies and regulations on pollution.
I hope these articles get you thinking and as always, we would like to hear your thoughts.
Stay warm,
Daniela Dal’Castel, Newsletter Editor – HOPE Inc.

2022 Environmental Observances
June
5
5
7
8
11
20

World Environment Day
International Day for the fight against Illegal, Unreported and unregulated Fishing
World Food Safety Day
World Oceans Day
HOPE quarterly Ordinary Meeting (Both Physical & ZOOM)
World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought

July
1-31
6
26
3rd wk
29
31
31

Plastic Free July
World Zoonoses Day
World Mangrove Day (International Day for the Conservation of the Mangrove Ecosystem)
National Farm Safety Week
Schools Tree Day
World Ranger Day
National Tree Day

August
Landcare Week (TBC)
13-21 National Science Week
16-22 Keep Australia Beautiful Week
19
World Humanitarian Day

World Environment Day (WED) is celebrated annually on 5 June and is the United Nations' principal vehicle
for encouraging awareness and action for the protection of the environment. First held in 1974, it has been a
platform for raising awareness on environmental issues such as marine pollution, human overpopulation,
global warming, sustainable consumption and wildlife crime. World Environment Day is a global platform for
public outreach, with participation from over 143 countries annually. Each year, the program has provided a
theme and forum for businesses, non-government organizations, communities, governments and celebrities to
advocate environmental causes.

Feature Articles
Our poisoned breathing zone: Monitoring the air we breathe: What’s best, Hyperlocal networks
or National guidelines?
Researched and written by Rod Duncan HOPE researcher Qld, 26 January 2022
Somehow, when we were children, most of us learned that vehicle exhaust gas is poisonous, and that we must get
out of the garage when our family car engine is running. Some of us might even remember the name of one exhaust
gas which was particularly to be avoided: carbon monoxide. Little did we know as children that carbon monoxide, with
molecular formula CO, is only one of the six primary exhaust products of internal combustion engines (1), excluding
particulates.
Despite our memories of lessons taught, when we get older,
we see adult drivers sitting in their vehicle outside shops,
tailpipes towards the pathways and in school drop-off queues,
and even in their own garages, with the engine idling. By the
looks of their behaviour, there is no evident recollection of
those lessons of childhood, yet the danger of those toxins has
not diminished over time. In fact, despite considerable
progress in emissions standards for fuel and vehicles over the
years, including the inclusion of catalytic converters (2) for
conversion of CO and hydrocarbons, the volume and
proliferation of such pollutants has increased with increasing
vehicle numbers since our childhood (3).
There are Australian Standards for ambient air quality (4), even specific standards for diesel vehicles (5), so what’s
the problem? These Standards are created at Federal level and it is up to the States to work out how to apply them.
The problem, therefore, is twofold: firstly, the States have varying abilities, or willingness, to enforce the Standards,
with the result that they are, in fact, not enforced. For example, nothing is heard from any diesel owners or State
Automobile Associations regarding any obligations to submit to the in-service tests called up on page 14 of reference
5.
Secondly, to meet the requirements of the National Standard for
Environment (Air Quality) Measures (NEPM), State Governments
only need to submit an annual report, and can minimise their
monitoring sites. For example, Queensland’s 2020 report (6)
shows that there were only eight monitoring stations for the whole
State. According to that report Toowoomba’s monitoring station
was discontinued in 2010 despite that city’s emissions per capita
of 26.42 tCO2e (7), nearly twice the Australian per capita average
of 15.5 tCO2e. There is no monitoring station in the Brisbane
CBD. The one monitoring station on the Gold Coast is located on
the oval of a Southport school, nowhere near the heavily used
roads.
There would appear to be a case of misplaced, or insufficient, deployment of pollution measuring equipment if the
State deems that the CBDs of Toowoomba and Brisbane, and the traffic-snarled main roads of the Gold Coast do not
warrant air quality monitoring stations.
The State monitoring stations are evidently positioned not to identify the
worst locations, but to obtain inputs to regional averages. They do not
address the concentration of pollutants at street level, what is referred to
by C40 Knowledge (8) as “hyperlocal” air pollution: where our children get
dropped off for day care or school, where our aged citizens are housed or
where our families go shopping.
Given this situation, are the lack of vehicle in-service testing regulations
and the sparce monitoring program causing any problems? Yes.
According to this press release (9), University of Wollongong studies, a
report by the Automobile Association of Australia (AAA) (10) and a Policy
Statement from Doctors for the Environment Australia (11), there are
serious implications for our health of these failures to measure and regulate
air quality at street level. In the AAA report (10), Doctors for the
Environment are quoted as writing “Doctors for the Environment welcomes

real-world testing of vehicle emissions which contribute to
some of the leading causes of death in Australia, including
heart disease and lung cancer.” An ABC report (12)
reinforces the warning about the dangers of idling vehicles at
school drop-offs. This warning would apply to other sensitive
and temporarily highly populated zones.
What can, and should be, done? Given Australia’s evident
laggard status, with Sydney being the exception, with regard
to vehicle testing and localised air quality monitoring, we
need to look overseas for examples.
Knowing that the UK has been very active over the last few
years with regard to vehicle no-go zones in some CBDs, a
look at what they’re doing was worthwhile! According to their
website, accessed as reference (13), the Breathe London
initiative provides “A hybrid network of reference-grade
analysers alongside citizen and community-led monitoring is
a paradigm shift in air quality monitoring and one which we
hope will serve as a blueprint for cities around the world.”
To head off the expected cries in Australia of “we don’t need
and can’t afford that”, the structure of the Breathe London
organisation is very instructive: The science and instrument
choice is supported by the Environmental Research Group
of Imperial College, London. The funds for the continued
four-year pilot study and letting of tenders are provided by
the Mayor of London. Further funding is provided for
disadvantaged suburbs by Bloomberg Philanthropies.
Commercial partners for the supply of the monitoring stations
are the US company, Clarity, standardising on the Clarity
Node model.
What if Australian LGAs, States and even National governments could 1) partnered with specialist faculties in
universities, 2) Be funded by government grants and by philanthropic organisations and 3) be in partnership with
reputable suppliers of monitoring stations? This will only happen if there is seen to be sufficient need.
The University of New South Wales has
seen the needs and the opportunities. In
partnership with Clarity instrument
suppliers, the university’s Climate Change
Research Centre has set up the CleanAir
Schools organisation.
What can we do? By subscribing to the
organisation, networks can be set up in
every part of Australia, starting with your
local school. By grant applications,
funding can be provided to extend the
network to roadside locations where aged
care and childcare facilities exist, or are
planned. The results of the monitoring
stations can be put to Councils, State and
Federal entities to change traffic patterns,
to demand better National Standards, to
motivate for in-service vehicle testing, and
to clean up our breathing zone.
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Sustainable Development Through Mutually Parallel Initiatives
By Cyndelle Kwabi, HOPE researcher Qld
Internationally, people everywhere are being urged on regular basis to be
considerate about the health of our planet in their various endeavours. Particularly
in the last decade, there has been increased awareness on climate change and the
impacts of environmental pollution on human existence and animal life.
Consequently, several groups and societies have been and continue to urge
sustainable actions in local communities and cities to safeguard natural lives and
habitats. Developmental actions strongly considering sustainability is highly
recommended globally with several associated scholarly material growing by the
day. A development or initiative is referred as sustainable when the action or
creation produces very less negative impact on the environment due to the
adaptation of favourably suitable materials, procedures and technologies.
Sustainable developments are intended not only to satisfy current needs and
requirements but more importantly be durable and long-lasting to meet the needs of
future generations as well.
Formerly, local rural community members adhered to the importance of
environmental preservation religiously, and voluntarily came together
periodically to undertake projects that protected their local flora and fauna.
The onset of town and city settlements and community expansions prompted
governments, corporate bodies, educational institutions, organisations and
local groups to spearhead such actions and interventions to protect the
environment. According to Kosloff and Trexler (2003), sustainable
development has become a vital universal goal that all nations, regions and
continents are working earnestly towards achieving via engaging in diverse
initiatives.
Sometimes major international environmental challenges like global warming, water/ocean/air pollution and natural
resource depletion may seem too large to resonate with local communities. Evidently the world is globally-nit and no
country or town can solely resolve issues of the environment without considering other nations and the world at large
but there is the need to localise these global issues and develop solutions that work purposely for the local people.
Hence developing local policies, decisions or actions from the innovative solutions of the wider larger international
community brought about the slogan popularly referred as “think globally, act locally.” Every country and community
are encouraged to put in some little efforts locally as a way of improving situations and gradually reducing the
worldwide effects of environmental challenges, especially in climate change.

So far, several countries have put in a number of
interventions and national responses addressing various
global environmental problems but a critical review of the
cliché “think globally, act locally” show there still remains
an enormous amount of work to be done in improving the
present global environmental situation (Bunzl and Duffell,
2017). Our current 21st century portrays a heightened
change in climatic conditions and a disturbing rise in
environmental pollution and degradation (Henry et al,
2020). Nevertheless, local communities should not give up
but conscientiously rise to the challenge even with the
minutest solution. This is essential because at the micro
level there exist a higher potential for change as compared
to the national and regional levels where numerous
protocols and bureaucracies can become an impediment.
Obviously, some environmental issues including gas emissions
and depletion of the ozone layer, impact (inter)national extents,
and may undermine local interventions. However, sustainable
responses do not always have to be global right from the onset to
be very effective (Duval et al, 2009). Thus, never downplay the
effectiveness of responses at the small community level. The
slogan “think globally and act locally” has been found to motivate
initiatives in local technology (Wiener, 2007) and also to
encourage local people to come up with incredible sustainable
developmental ideas, though sometimes this may be stifled or
crippled by national political agendas (Ishak and Balikisu, 2015).
In effect, local initiatives that are incongruous and divergent to
national plans at the time of implementation may experience
delays and discouragements.
Different approaches to realising sustainable developmental goals have revealed that
working locally, independent of the national and universal context, or implementing
global policies without considering local capacities have both not been helpful.
Therefore, for a positive effective change to be felt in the area of environmental
challenges, there requires the need for mutual interactions and policies that go hand
in hand, not separately. International policies and decisions taken amongst countries
at the regional levels to combat environmental problems ideally must have parallel or
corresponding local policies or initiatives developed by members of communities
within the countries. These initiatives must run together where the local people are
given government support in developing environmental solutions and there are
national plus international policies in place to facilitate and not frustrate the process.
When the populace is recognised and given the opportunity to be part owners of the
solutions as well as its implementation, everyone is delighted to get involved and
change awaits the world.
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Queensland News
PTBA Surveys planned
With Covid-19 restrictions easing, we can revisit our
survey plans for 2020/21. Last year we were awarded a
CSAT grant from the State Government to fund in part,
threatened species and biodiversity surveys in Durakai,
Presho and Shotover State Forests. The objective of these
surveys is to gather information that supports the ongoing
protection of these forests. Our previous survey plans were disrupted so we are currently considering winter visits to
Durakai and spring visits to Presho and Shotover in 2020.
Anyone with the skills and knowledge in identification of flora and fauna and who is willing and able to participate in
these self-supported surveys, please contact either Sheena Gillman or Stephen Prowse for more information. It is
important to recognise that the work is in remote and difficult country where 4WD vehicles will be required. Some
costs will be covered.
A New Colton Coal Mine threatens the Great Sandy Straits RAMSAR wetlands again
Just when we thought that the plans for the Colton coal mine at Aldershot, north of Maryborough had been abandoned,
it seems that the struggle to protect coastal Melaleuca woodland, and even more importantly, the Great Sandy Strait
RAMSAR coastal wetlands will recommence. The previous project did not consider the cumulative impacts that the
release of mine waste water into the Mary River could have on the coastal wetlands.

Great Sandy Straits at high tide
(Photo Judy Sumner)

Mary & Susan River estuary a Key Biodiversity Area
(Photo Nikki Michail)

The lease has been purchased by New Colton Coal Pty Ltd. The only listed Director of the Company is Michael Gray
who has a background in the development of coal and gas operations. The company states its intention to bring coal
to market by late 2021.
Previously PTBA applied to the Commonwealth Environment Department requesting a review of the EPBC Act and
that the previous owners, New Hope, be required to present a full EIS. This was refused. In reading the delegate’s
statement of reasons, the following concerns were noted:
• It would appear the UNESCO Fraser Island Heritage proposed extension to include the Great Sandy Strait
RAMSAR area and the UNESCO criteria had been completely ignored.
• The economic benefits from the potential listing had been ignored.
• Our international obligations to protect this significant RAMSAR site & KBA site had been ignored. This
contravenes the objects of the Australian Government Department of Environment and Energy Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act and the Queensland Environment and Heritage Environmental
Protection Act 1994.
• There was no reference at all to the significant decline of migratory shore birds and our obligation to protect
their feeding grounds.
• The Delegate ignored matters of national significance including a failure to protect sustainable development
and the protection of biodiversity. The need for a cooperative approach involving governments, community,
land holders and indigenous peoples was also ignored.

Unfortunately, our request that the Department of Environment and Science ask DMNR to revoke the mining lease
was not considered. PTBA has engaged with other stakeholders to once again oppose this inappropriate
development.

Shorebirds near Poona in the Great Sandy Straits (Photo Judy Sumner)

International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
Sheena Gillman, PTBA Secretary and Project Co-coordinator attended an IUCN meeting in September 2019 that
delivered the “Healthy People in a Healthy Environment Key Directions Statement” which is available to download at
www.aciucn.org.au . The meeting focused on a “one health” concept that expounds the overwhelming evidence
that our health is inextricably linked with the health of our environment and with our social and cultural connections
to it. There is an opportunity for the world to change course and implement the transformation needed to tackle the
climate and biodiversity crisis as well as to ensure that the health-culture-nature connection is forefront and centre of
all future goals, frameworks and policies.
Such a transformation includes developing an evidence-based, cohesive national health -environment policy
framework to align and coordinate policy and practice across jurisdictions and, raising the profile of the health and
economic benefits of environment-based solutions. There is a need to develop innovative ways in which people from
all backgrounds can benefit from making connections with the environment.
Further, there is a need to raise awareness of the value of nature for human health and wellbeing and to incorporate
methods for quantifying and demonstrating environmental benefits into future plans.
EPBC Act review and Commonwealth environment issues.
The statutory review of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) commenced
on 29 October 2019. Professor Graeme Samuel AC has been appointed as the independent reviewer. An Expert
Panel will support and provide advice to Professor Samuel on specific issues.
A submission from PTBA has been made. In brief, the thrust of the submission is that the current Act is not working
and a major overhaul is needed. A new independent, transparent Commonwealth assessment, decision making and
monitoring process was proposed.
In the meantime, the Minister for Environment Sussan Ley, announced that there would be legislative changes made
to the Act before the review was completed. We wrote to the Minister pointing out that this was inappropriate and
undermined the credibility of the Review.
In a further development, it appears that the federal government has stopped listing major threats to species under
national environment laws. Further, plans to address listed threats are often years out of date or have not been done
at all. This adds to the weight of evidence that our environmental protection system is dysfunctional.
Cats, Cats, Cats
The evidence that cats have a major adverse impact on our wildlife is very strong and growing. A recent study has
estimated that domestic cats kill 230 million birds, reptiles and mammals every year.
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/may/15/keep-pet-cats-indoors-say-researcherswho-found-they-kill230m-native-australian-animals-each-year

Our partners, Birdlife Southern Queensland, Birds Queensland and the Wildlife Preservation Society of Queensland
have a campaign in place to encourage cat owners to keep their pets inside to reduce this terrible toll.
https://birdsqueensland.org.au/cat_safety_brochure.php

Cats can safely enjoy the outdoors (Photo Gordana Pozvek)
Please contact Stephen Prowse if you could distribute some brochures and share this information as an important
part of protecting our biodiversity.
Bimblebox Nature Refuge has no protection.
Bimblebox is a recognised Nature Refuge, and is supposed to be protected under an agreement with state and federal
governments, designed to preserve its significant biodiversity in perpetuity. At nearly 8000 hectares of intact country
in the Desert Uplands Bio-region, it is an area of high conservation value which demonstrates how biodiversity
conservation and agriculture do co-exist.

Eucalyptus populnea woodland in Bimblebox Nature Refuge. (Photo S Gillman)
Bimblebox Nature Refuge is a fully functional ecosystem of beauty and utility that is now seriously threatened by a
coal mine. That a coal mine has precedence over a Nature Refuge destroys the credibility of our environmental
protection system.

The Bimblebox Alliance is currently taking legal action against Clive Palmer’s Waratah Coal, challenging the approval
of the Galilee Coal project. The decision of the Government to grant a mining lease over an area of such ecological
importance, and to overrule its own agreement to grant Nature Refuge status to Bimblebox, is a very worrying
development. This legal challenge is therefore an important test of the enforceability of Nature Refugee agreements.
Youth Verdict has joined The Bimblebox Alliance in opposition to the massive Waratah Coal Project. This group of
young people argue that the Galilee Coal mine represents a violation of their human rights under Queensland’s new
Human Rights Act, because they stand to be most affected by climate change induced by the burning of fossil fuels.
The significance of the claims in this case mean that it has potential to attract considerable national and international
attention. But the complexity of the issues also brings sizable legal fees, and the Bimblebox Alliance is currently
raising money through donations and the sale of merchandise. If you are able to do so, please consider supporting
them through their website. The Environment Defenders Office is supporting this case and donations can be made
at www.edo.org.au

Protected areas in Queensland need to be increased
PTBA has contributed in regular meetings of a small team of stakeholders developing more effective conversations
around protected areas; the workshops were convened by Laura Hahn from the National Parks Association of
Queensland.
Andrew Picone (Queensland Conservation Council’s (QCC) Protected Areas Program Coordinator) launched the
QCC Protected Areas campaign on Thursday 21 May
(https://www.queenslandconservation.org.au/protected_areas). In summary, the priority will be on securing the
release of a strong Protected Area Strategy before the election. Further, the call to double the protected area estate
to 17% with a commensurate investment in acquisition and management remains central to the campaign. QCC
invites its member organisations to work together to have a greater chance of success in getting some long-running
existing protected area proposals advanced.

Protecting our unique Channel Country
Rain in the north flows to the great Georgina and Diamantina Rivers and Cooper’s Creek, to create the Channel
Country of the Great Artesian Basin. The Channel Country’s rivers are among the last free flowing desert rivers on
earth, supporting an abundance of wildlife, a highly productive beef industry and important Indigenous cultural values.
Huge flocks of birds arrive at the flooded plains after rain to breed. This arid landscape is transformed to an amazing
spectacle and for as long as the channels remain flooded, birds breed in abundance.
With dismay we read, (Guardian Australia broke the story) that the Queensland Government had hidden and ignored
the findings of an expert panel advising them to ban gas fracking activities on the Channel Country floodplains. The
Queensland Labor Government has committed to protect the rivers and floodplains of the Channel Country at two
successive elections (2015, 2017), but has not yet delivered on this promise.
The PTBA briefing at the Environment Ministers Round
Table in December 2019 included registering concern at
the impact of Coal Seam Gas expansion throughout
Queensland including the Channel Country. We asked for
a moratorium until impact studies were undertaken and
the associated clearing and fragmentation of landscapes
is adequately assessed.
Western Rivers Alliance (www.westernrivers.org.au)
along with Lock the Gate and the Environmental
Defenders Office has written to the relevant decision
makers and called for a moratorium on any new gas and
petroleum leases being granted on the Channel Country
floodplains.
Channel Country in flood (Western Rivers Alliance)

National - Places You Love organisations
Australasian Bat Society (ABS) - www.ausbats.org.au/
Written by Lauren Dogan, HOPE researcher NSW
Completing Environmental Science & Management (Applied Earth Sciences) degree

Main Aims
The Australasian Bat Society (ABS) is a non-profit organisation whose main aim is to promote
the conservation of all Australasian bats. The ABS supports conservation through the
advancement of scientific research and education and working as a community to learn and
share resources.
Events
The first Australasian Bat Night was held in 2012 and every year since then,
over 100 bat events have been held during March, April and May throughout
Australasia and New Zealand. These events bring together bat specialists and
the community to demystify the myths and fears linked with bats to help protect
Australia’s native bats.
Upcoming events
20th Australasian Bat Society Conference 2022
The 20th Australasian Bat Society Conference will be held in Brisbane,
Queensland.
The Welcome Conference will take place on Sunday 10th April, 2022 and will
be an evening Batty Boat Cruise of Brisbane River
When: Monday 11th April to Wednesday 13th April, 2022.
Where: Queensland University of Technology, Gardens Point Campus,
Brisbane CBD
Become a member of the Australasian Bat Society
Engage with other bat-minded people to learn the most recent research and
conservation developments of bats in Australia and New Zealand.
Members can apply for grants programmes, attend bi-annual conferences, gain
access to the discussion list and receive two newsletters a year.
Register here: www.ausbatsmembers.org.au/register.php

Australian Marine Conservation Society (AMCS) - www.marineconservation.org.au

By Lauren Dogan, HOPE researcher NSW
Main aims
The Australian Marine Conservation Society (AMCS) is a national, independent charity exclusively
dedicated to protecting ocean wildlife for the past 55 years. The organisation was formed by a
community of scientists and ocean conservationists. Together, they have protected vital ocean
ecosystems with marine reserves nationally, including Ningaloo and the Great Barrier Reef and
have led the movement to ban whaling, stop supertrawlers and protect threatened and endangered
species such as the Australian Sea Lion.
Current campaigns
“Climate change”
With climate change causing warmer waters and more heatwaves, ocean ecosystems and
plant life are being damaged and destroyed. Coral bleaching occurs from rises to sea
temperature, which causes stress to coral leading to death. Mangroves are critical carbon
sinks and are vital nurseries for marine life. Low rainfall along with heatwaves and high
ocean temperatures cause mangroves to die. Mining and burning coal and other fossil fuels
causes global warming which affects our planet and heats the oceans.

“Fight for our reef’
Climate change, water pollution and pressures from commercial and recreational fishing
are damaging the Great Barrier Reef. Chemicals and sediment from land-based activities
flow into waterways after rainfall and this pollution reaches Reef waters. Fisheries impact
fragile habitats and are responsible for the bycatch of endangered species.
What you can do – help to protect the oceans by buying green products that don’t pollute
the water.
“Fisheries”
Commercial fishing using trawlers, gillnets and longlines puts our ocean wildlife at risk.
Gillnets set in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park to catch barramundi cause drownings of
Snubfin dolphins. Seabirds and turtles are killed on longlines set to catch tuna. Endangered
sawfish are killed in trawlers across our tropical north.
What you can do - Commit to avoid buying flake and if you wish to buy fish, choose
sustainable seafood instead.

“Marine Parks”
Marine parks are an important instrument in ocean conservation as they help to reduce stress on marine
ecosystems. Similar to national parks on land, marine sanctuaries provide protection for
wildlife and habitats, but unfortunately our oceans are overused and under-protected.
What you can do - Reduce land-based pollution, choose sustainable seafood, and take
action to address climate pollution.

“Ocean plastic pollution”
8 million tons of plastic is dumped into our oceans every year with whales and turtles
swallowing more plastic than ever — and it’s killing them.
Plastic bags, discarded fishing line and balloon strings are highly lethal to marine animals,
who swim through them and become entangled.
What you can do – Use re-usable bags rather than plastic bags, avoid using balloons, and
ensure that fishing lines aren’t discarded into the ocean.

“Save our sharks”
Sharks are a vital keystone species as they maintain the balance of life in the sea and
keep coral reefs healthy. Global fisheries kill millions of sharks each year, and sharks are
now in peril throughout the world. Live shark finning (the practice of cutting the fins from
live sharks and dumping the body), is illegal in all jurisdictions in Australia, thanks largely
to AMCS campaigning.
“Sustainable seafood”
Fishing takes a huge toll on our oceans. More than three-quarters of our global fish
stocks are either over-exploited or fished to their limit. Commercial fishing kills hundreds
of millions of animals each year, including turtles, dolphins, and seabirds. Throughout the
world, very few fisheries are certified as sustainable.
What you can do – Choose sustainable seafood so that you can still enjoy seafood
today, while leaving enough fish in the sea for tomorrow.

“Threatened species”
In Australia’s cool southern oceans, 80% of the marine species, occur nowhere else on
Earth. Australia is home to the most incredible ocean wildlife on earth, but many of our
marine life such as seabirds, turtles, whales, and sharks are threatened or endangered.
They are endangered from overfishing, pollution, and climate change
What you can do – Choose sustainable seafood, and reduce land and water pollution

“Whaling”
Whales are intelligent gentle giants and are threatened by accidental strikes from shipping, plastic pollution,
entanglement in fishing gear, and commercial whaling. Sadly, many whale species were
hunted to the brink of extinction because of decades of unregulated whaling from a variety
of countries. The depletion of whale species led to a global movement calling on a
whaling ban.

Read more here: www.marineconservation.org.au/campaigns
General enquiries: amcs@amcs.org.au
Donation & receipt enquiries: supporter@amcs.org.au
Volunteer & internship enquiries: volunteer@amcs.org.au
Business supporter & corporate partnership enquiries: partnerships@amcs.org.au
Follow us on
at www.facebook.com/australianmarine

International News
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
By Jason Dingley, HOPE researcher VIC
The IUCN was established on the 5th October 1948 in the French town of
Fontainebleau, and brought together government and civil society organisations
with a shared goal to protect nature. Its aim was to encourage international
cooperation and provide scientific knowledge and tools to guide conservation
action.
Initially, the focus was on the impact of human activities on nature; for instance, the damaging effects of
pesticides on biodiversity, and promoting the use of environmental impact assessments.
During the 1960s and 19870s, the emphasis changed to the
protection of species and habitats. The well-known Red Lists
of Threatened Species was established by the IUCN in 1964
(www.iucn.org/resources/conservation-tools/iucn-red-listthreatened-species).
IUCN has played key roles in the creation of important
international conventions, including: the Ramsar Convention
on Wetlands (1971); the World Heritage Convention (1972),
the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora – CITES – in 1974, and the
Convention on Biological Diversity (1992).
In 1980, IUCN, along with the UN Environment Programme
and the World Wildlife Fund published the World Conservation Strategy, which helped define ‘sustainable
development’. This strategy was updated as Caring for the Earth and published in the run-up to the 1992 Earth
summit, and helped guide the creation of the Rio Conventions on Biodiversity (CBD), climate change (UNFCC)
and desertification (UNCCD).
In 1999, the UN General Assembly granted IUCN
official observer status.
More recently, IUCN has focused on natural
resource extraction (such as mining, oil and gas
extraction), and ‘nature-based solutions’ to
address global challenges - food and water
security; climate change and poverty reduction.
The IUCN comprises more than 1300 Members
(States, Government Agencies, NGOs and
Indigenous Peoples’ Organisations) and 18 000
voluntary scientists and experts, and is thus the
world’s largest and most diverse environmental
network.

The IUCN works across a range of sustainability-related themes: Business and Biodiversity; Climate Change;
Ecosystem Management; Environmental Law; Forests; Gender; Global policy; Governance and Rights;
Protected Areas; Marine and Polar; Nature-Based Solutions; Science and Economics; Species; Water and
World Heritage.
IUCN has offices in over 50 countries and operates projects across the world, organised into operational
regions: Asia; Eastern and Southern Africa; Eastern Europe and Central Asia; Europe; Mediterranean; Mexico;
Central America and the Caribbean; Oceania; South America; Washington D.C.; West and Central Africa; and
West Asia.
There are large numbers of resources across all areas of environmental management available on the IUCN’s
website: www.iucn.org/resources .
To follow on social media, use one of the following links:
• www.facebook.com/iucn.org | twitter.com/IUCN/
• www.youtube.com/user/IUCN | www.instagram.com/iucn_congress/

Global Political Tussles are Inhibiting Human Remediation Against Climate Change
By Sam Evans
Several centuries before the culmination of the British Empire, and ever since, countries have competed on a global
scale for economic and military dominance. The inevitable collapse of the empire where the sun never sets and the
rising sun of other superpowers (namely the USA, Russia, China, and the EU) during the 20 th century have created
a perpetual power struggle, predominantly contained from direct conflict by the threat of nuclear Armageddon, yet still
undeniably economically vicious. There have of course been several regrettable proxy wars from the two obvious
dueling nations, but this article wishes to avoid this rabbit hole tangent.

Figure 1. Flags of the superpowers at the turn of the 21st Century.
The Paris Agreement in 2016 ushered hope to citizens of the world that a concerted effort was being made by national
leaders to slow our global civilisation’s demise. The USA withdrew under President Trump, which I suspect was to
his detriment in the last election. China are the most prolific offenders predominantly due to their exceptional national
growth, yet their poor record is avoided by western mainstream media in an inexplicable phenomenon. Trump’s
withdrawal from the treaty was based upon one principal; economical advantage to China if they chose not to keep
to the parameters of the agreement.

Figure 2. President Trump.
While citizens live and often struggle in their daily lives, and care not the intrinsic nature of national monetary
competition, greater powers forge manipulations through monetary gains and loss while often making personal gains
through greed; the profit in the process of political public life is extraordinary and makes the worthless degree of
Philosophy, Politics & Economics (PPE) be valued at a small fortune if in the right hands. Human greed guarantees
the continuation of power leading to procurement of wealth, and often the environment is a casualty of this societal
cycle.
When organisations blame political ideologies for the crisis that faces us, I feel a cold chill. Russia and China,
supposedly ‘communist’ countries, are just as guilty as the western ‘capitalist’ entities of the USA and the EU. Perhaps
it is not the political leaning of a nation that dictates its contribution towards the climate cause, but the lack of
dominative competitiveness that allows a country to balance its priorities and dedicate efforts towards being an
upstanding member of the global community against climate disaster.

When it comes to global warming and climate change, I propose it to be competition that is our combined failure to
take action, and only when we work in unison instead of contesting superiority will we strive towards a sustainable
future.

Resources
publish.csiro.au
Arrival of new titles at CSIRO Publishing
By Daniela Dal’Castel, HOPE researcher Qld
As you may know, CSIRO Publishing is Australia’s leading science publisher of journals, books and magazines.
They have an extensive range of titles and subjects that you can shop, and their library has just gotten bigger with
the introduction of new environment titles such as Frogs, Reptiles, Water, and Rainforest Seeds.
Ever wanted to know about the Magnificent Tree Frog? Learn about their intriguing mating rituals, be surprised by
facts like they have a preference for man-made habitats such as shower-blocks and dunnies, or maybe you’d be
interested to know that they have the largest venom gland of all Australian amphibians!
All this fascinating information and more can be found in the many new compelling books now available at
publish.csiro.au
Order by 30 June 2022 using promo code BIRDS22 to score free standard shipping within Australia and New
Zealand on these awesome titles.

